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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Scope Parameter for your lock object function nodule has
been set to 2, What does this imply?
(More than one answer is correct)
A. Locks generated in the dialog program are passed on to the
update program
B. An update termination error holds the locks
C. The locks are automatically released when the updates

complete
D. You must release the locks programmatically
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Microsoft 365 subscription.
A safe attachments policy that uses Dynamic Delivery is applied
to all recipients who match your SMTP domains.
You need to prevent attachments form being scanned when
internal users send email to one another.
What should you do?
A. From the Exchange admin center, modify the malware filter.
B. From the Security &amp; and Compliance admin center, modify
the Service assurance settings.
C. From the Security &amp; and Compliance admin center, modify
the safe attachments policy.
D. From the Exchange admin center, create a transport rule.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What impact does the failure of the domain controller holding
the schema master role have on the normal operations of Active
Directory?
A. Active Directory will continue to function normally except
that schema modifications cannot be processed until the schema
master role has been brought back online
B. Active Directory will cease to function properly until the
schema master role has been brought back online
C. Active Directory will continue to function normally except
that down-level Windows NT
4.0 BDCs will not be able to interact with the domain they are
part of
D. Active Directory will continue to function normally except
that intrasite replication will fail until the schema master
role has been brought back online
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which Check Point address translation method allows an
administrator to use fewer ISP- assigned IP addresses than the
number of internal hosts requiring Internet connectivity?
A. Static Destination
B. Dynamic Destination
C. Hide
D. Static Source
Answer: C
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